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Dear Health Forum Members...
I hereby make the following statements with great emphasis and sincere intent....
*All lives, including pre-birth,are the most precious ‘resource’ of a culture/country...and
 have the right to live,
  to be respected,to be given dignity and worth...and...no one has a right to kill!..the
 innocent and defenceless!

   Note Since the beginning of this century,far in excess of 1,000,000 pre-birth lives have
 been violently destroyed!..
   across Australia....a national tragedy!!!.....Are we serious about stopping violence???
*A pre-birth life is a new life within the womb..a most sacred place of care,nurture and
 shelter...only joined by the
  supply line...has its own DNA,Genetics,etc.,embedded there at conception.
*A woman has the absolute right and  duty to be responsible....to be accountable(many
 counselling-education services available)
   ...but does not have the right to kill the new life(not hers) that is conceived!
*Such a proposed Bill does not diminish criminality...abortion is still a criminal act,whether
 sex selection or so-called family
   health reasons(really a facade hiding many other issues)...abortion is an act against the
 order of all creation!
*The Bill presents a totally insensitive approach to all of life and the medical
 profession...and the caring community...
   e.g.doctors....carers...exclusion zones....men that wanted to be fathers but are not
 consulted etc...anger,frustration...
   How have we become so insensitive....and selfish....
   Just because.... e.g.   7 countries have declared abortion an open field doesn’t
 automatically mean its right.This does not
    indicate an advanced society!!!!!   Rather it presents an image of disrespect for life!!!!..a
 slippery down hill slide...
    Finally...there is the real danger there will be disrespect for all of life...
*Women who have opted for abortion ......trauma,depression.... etc.,etc.
Respectfully submitted...
Norm Auricht,
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